(1) to classify various ongoing research efforts, to identify salient characteristics of distributed processing, and to propose standard terminology; (2) to establish what constitutes the state of the art, to discover common areas of research, to exchange specific solutions that might be generalized, and to determine which techniques worked (or did not) and why; (3) to identify problem areas and to indicate fruitful directions for future research.
As might be expected, we were only partially successful. This summary is intended to convey the spirit of the meetings and to provide an overview of the important technical interchanges. The actual detailed account of the sessions is recorded in the full transcripts, cited in the editors' overview to this issue. Participants' names and affiliations are listed in the table.
Themes and viewpoints
As Philip Enslow points out in his article in this issue, the field of distributed processing currently suffers from the lack of a precise definition of the term. A frequent comment throughout the workshop was, "But that's not distributed processing!" We felt the meaning of the term "distributed processing" should identify a specific set of research problems and issues, and much argument therefore centered on identifying such salient issues and trying to establish whether they were new or unique to distributed processing. There are many dimensions (aspects such as processors, data, and control) of a system which may be distributed-as Enslow The chief advantage of the message mechanism, which Enslow regards as a main requirement for distributed processing, is that it permits autonomous processes to cooperate independently of their location in the distributed processing system. The Computer Modules (Cm*) Project at Carnegie-Mellon University2 has a flexible interprocessor memory access scheme. The Cm* architecture consists of clusters of microprocessormemory pairs sharing memory segments that have uniform, protected references to objects (both data and program via a "capability" mechanism. This capability mechanism forms the lowest level of abstraction upon which both memory sharing and message interprocess communication are built. In those instances in which memory sharing is utilized for interprocess communication, access to the shared memory is still controlled by the capability mechanism. To use the message mechanism one merely sends information to a particular kind of segment, a message segment. The receiving process shares this message segment and is able to read the message. Once again the system insures proper access via the capability mechanism. Transmission of messages is very fast since the capability to read a message is transmitted rather than the physical data itself (which has variable length and is typically larger than the capability).
There was much debate about the relationship between logical and physical interconnections ("coupling"'). Some participants felt that on the communication level there was a distinct difference between a messagebased system and a shared-memory system. The difference has a profound effect on the level of cooperation between processes and hence the range of suitable applications. In a messagebased system, explicit cooperation may be required from software at the destination; such cooperation may be desirable, if it helps keep the system running in the event of a hardware component failure by localizing errors. In contrast, in a shared-memory system a process has access to data belonging to another process without its explicit cooperation. In the event of failure, the consequences could be widespread and catastrophic. A consensus evolved that the important distinction between interconnection mechanisms is not the degree of coupling (e.g., tight or loose), or its bandwidth, but rather the protocols for communication, and efficiency versus protection tradeoffs. Message broadcasting is another important point. The issue is not so much whether a broadcast capability is needed, because a mechanism can be included in almost any configuration. The-real question is how much effort is needed or warranted to produce an efficient broadcast mechanism. "Are we going to use broadcasting as a basis for building our systems?" We should examine our goals to determine whether an efficient broadcasting facility is required at the lowest system levels. If it is only Distributed operating systems. Today there are at least two general approaches to designing and developing distributed processing systems. One way is to interconnect and integrate already existing computational resources (usually heterogeneous) to increase utilization and resource sharing. Another way is to design and build the system from scratch using off-theshelf hardware and software components.
The Arpanet is an example of the first approach; its building blocks are traditional heterogeneous computer systems. Distributed processing on the Arpanet requires that processes running under native operating systemns on their respective hosts cooperate through the communication subnet and various layers of communication protocol. RSEXEC and NSW, network operating systems built on top of existing host operating systems, present a uniform access mechanism to the various Arpanet host computer system resources. They are described in more detail in the article by Forsdick, Schantz Load balancing. The problems of automatic load balancing-that is, optimally assigning tasks to processors-are analogous to the optimal data allocation problem mentioned previously. While little useful work seems to have been done in the general case, some researchers have investigated graph theoretic and queuing algorithms, which find the optimal assignment of modules to maximize performance or minimize costs in the rather special but useful case of twoprocessor systems. The algorithms are further restricted to sequential execution of program modules. This restriction is quite acceptable in X timeshared host with one or more dedicated satellites, systems for which these algorithms were developed. In general, the application programmer writes programs for a "virtual uniprocessor," without worrying about where a module will reside. However, he may bind a module to a particular processor if, for example, the module requires some resource unique to that processor. The uniprocessor abstraction provides transparency of distribution similar to that achieved by a network operating system.
Research has been done on the problem of dynamically reassigning ("migrating") a module from one processor to the other during program execution as a function of load on the host. It has been shown that entire clusters of related procedures migrate from host to satellite, as the load on the host increases. These migrations take place only at a few critical "breakpoint" values of host load. It was also argued that despite superficial topological differences, rings and buses are similar in many respects. They both may have decentralized control; both may be twoaddress systems; both are essentially the same in terms of message synchronization, sequencing, clocking, and routing. One difference noted was that message removal from the subnet is done actively in a ring by a program as part of the protocol whereas a cable terminator does it passively in a bus.
Interconnection structures for tightly coupled systems are important but were not discussed to any great extent. Little agreement was reached in discussing these issues except that more work on comparisons and evaluations of different interconnection structures was required.
More fundamental research is necessary to determine how the goals of distributed processing should affect the architecture and interconnection structure of processors. Too often investigators are forced to utilize existing, off-the-shelf components in their research. Since such equipment is not designed for distributed processing, it limits progress toward the goals of distributed processing. Quite possibly, to attain a cost-effective distributed processing system, we must explore hardware/software tradeoffs that are quite unconventional by today's standards-as Jensen's article in this issue points out.
Open research areas
Numerous problems still face us today in distributed processing. The following informal outline of these problems and short statements on the state of the art are in no particular order, and are far from complete. Fur 
